spotlight
By John Dentnger

Lawyers’Ad Man
hen Phoenix, Arizona, attorney Van
O’Steen and his then-partner John
Bates decided in February 1976 to advertise their legal services, they first got themselves a lawyer. They contacted their former
Arizona State University professor, William
Canby, now a Ninth Circuit Court judge.
“If you want my legal counsel,” he said,
“my first advice is not to run the ad.”
“The die is cast,” they said.
So it was. The type was already set for
their small ad in the Sunday Arizona Republic. “Do You Need a Lawyer?” it asked.
Promising “legal services at very reasonable fees,”the ad listed prices and gave the
address and phone number of the Legal
Clinic of Bates and O’Steen.
“Before the ink was dry on the newsprint of the ad,” says O’Steen, they were
served with a complaint, alleging a violation
of the state bar association’s code of ethics.
(All advertising was deemed to violate it.)
Ever the contentious souls-O’Steen had
been a high-school and college debater and
had always wanted to be a lawyer-they
were prepared to take the case as far as
necessary to win. Canby agreed to represent them, refusing to accept any pay.
The first forum at which they won was
the last one: the U.S. Supreme Court, in
1977. (By that time, the ACLU had stepped
in and agreed to pay out-of-pocket costs.)
Five justices sided with them, opening the
way to today’s widespread advertising by
lawyers. Two dissenters agreed that a total
ban on ads violates the First Amendment
but said price advertising isn’t protected.
The remaining two-the hard-core dissenters-were Warren Burger and William
Rehnquist .
“Rehnquist has a very peculiar view of
the world,” comments O’Steen. “He seems
to think that governments and agencies,
particularly at local levels, have the power
to do very nearly anything they want to do.”
And Burger, who never misses a chance
to attack such advertising? “I think lawyer
advertising offends Burger’s sense of dignity, his feeling about the way the profession should run. But an American Bar
Association study prior to the decision
showed that two-thirds of Americans don’t
use lawyers and fear that they’ll cost too
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Van O’Steen: “The informational
value of advertising will, over time,
put fears to rest. The public and the
bar will both be better served.”

front sidewalk. They offered wills for $25,
uncontested divorces for $95, and bankruptcy papers for $150, figuring high volume
would make up for low fees.
But they wound up with low fees and low
volume. The clinic’s net income the first
year was slightly below zero. O’Steen and
his wife, Debbie, sold their cars and resorted
to bicycles, living off the money Debbie
made managing a flower shop. Bates went
into debt and later had to sell his house.
The problem was clear: How was the
public to know about the firm’s bargain
rates? It was advertise or close. So they
advertised. The rest is history.
A few months after they won their case,
however, O’Steen and Bates formed separate law firms. O’Steen now spends about
70 hours a week as a consultant to lawyers
who want to advertise effectively-something they don’t always do.
For example, says O’Steen, Ken Hur,
an attorney in Wisconsin, “did these crazy,
hilarious TV commercials. He offered a free
10-speed bike for anyone they represent
who loses a diiving-under-the-influence case.”
Hur got on the Johnny Carson show, but
he went broke.
O’Steen believes successful legal marketing leads to better legal practice. “With
the high volume of work comes a need to
systematize, so the work can be handled
with a high level of quality assurance.” Clients
may be more impressed with costly “customized” word-processed boilerplate than
with filled-out forms, but the latter, he says,
tend to minimize errors and omissions.
“These high-volume firms will withstand
the rigors of the shakeout period. It’s like
going from mom-and-pop grocery stores to
supermarkets. We are seeing the emergence of regional and international law b s :
Jacoby & Meyers, Hyatt Legal Services (in
20 states)-law firms could not grow that
way without advertising.”
And other restrictions? “Statutes prohibiting the unauthorized practice of law should
be abolished. State legislatures, bar associations, and supreme courts have no business
restricting the buyer’s choice to licensed
lawyers.” Legal Luddites, look out.

much. The informational value of advertising will, over time, put many of those fears
to rest. The public and the bar will both be
better served.”
What Burger still doesn’t comprehend,
O’Steen learned the hard way. Over the
years, he has gradually moved from conventionally liberal beliefs to an understanding
that consumers and justice are better served
by the marketplace than by restrictions.
In the early 1970s, he and Bates were
staff attorneys at a county legal aid society.
“I liked the feeling of accomplishment that
came from successfully handling legal matters for people who were unaccustomed to
using legal services-because they couldn’t
afford them.”
Still, they turned away many people
whose incomes exceeded legal-aid limits
and who often couldn’t afford lawyers on
their own. O’Steen and Bates saw a large
untapped market for inexpensive legal services and figured that with the right forms
and procedures, clerks could do much of the
routine work.
Taking this “systems approach,” they
opened a “legal clinic” in a tiny $200-amonth office in an old building on the edge
of downtown Phoenix; a drunk lived on the John Dentinger is a free-lance writer in Los Angelex
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TAX REDUCTION FOR THE PRIVATE
INDIVIDUAL-AND THE BUSINESSMAN
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THE CONTRACTUAL COMPANY is Best for:
Tax Avoidance, Investment &E Business Services
Achieve ...
I - Continuity of Existence
I1 - Limited Liability
I11 - Centralized Management
N - Flexibility

The individual may stand upon his constitutional rights as a
citizen. He is entitled to carry on his private business ip his
o w n way. H
is power to contract is unlimited.
-Judge Brown

in

Hale v . Henkel 201 U.S.74 3/12/1906

Anyone may so arrange his affairs that his taxes shall be as
low as possible; he is not bound to choose that pattern which
will best pay the treasury. There is n o t even a patriotic duty
to increase one’s taxes.
-Judge Hand In Helverrng v. Gregory 69 F 2d.810 (1934)
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Setrets Of Tax Hauens
by Robert Chappell
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Introducing A Legal Method That Has
Been Working Effectively For Generations
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Money savings previously known and used
only by the “Super-Rich”
Avoid death and inheritance taxes
$9.95
Eliminate the necessity for a Will
Plus $1.25
Postage &
Avoid probate & Reduce income tax
Handling
Avoid Capital Gains taxes
Protect property against seizure, confiscation,
liens, and judgments
Contractual companies, key business forms and
their use explained
About The Author:

Robert Chappell is a self-made success story. He has founded and served as
president of two insurance companies and is a recognized expert in legal tax
avoidance. Mr. Chappell has resided in many foreign tax haven jurisdictions,
is well versed in tax law, and has been the successor in many battles with the
I.R.S. He possesses an unusual knowledge of tax matters, from both practical
experience and training.
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Turn back
the clock to a time
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serenity. To a place that
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Rock Sound, The Rock Sound Club rekindles
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alike ... an enchanting treat for today’s vacationers who appreciate turn-of-the century
charm and hospitality along with present day
conveniences.
Learn about tax reduction for the private individual or the businessman and enjoy the
B a h a m a s while ,attending tax-deductible
Financial Planning Seminars. Only $100.00
single or $155 double, includes room and
meals.
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devoted to that venerable trio-football,
girls, and writing.
Yet this dashing, hard-drinking football
star adopted early in life a starkly simple,
childlike moral philosophy from his saintly
older brother Ti Gerard, who died at age
nine: “Never hurt any living being, all living
beings whether it’s just a little cat or squir:
re1 or whatever, all are going to heaven
straight into God‘s snowy arms so never
hurt anything and if you see anybody hurt
anything stop them as best you can.” Now
this might sound mawkish or wimpy, even
to the modern Phil Donahue man, but to
Kerouac it was no joke. He remained, till his
dying day, that holy incongruity: a rugged
pacifist.
Jack the nonviolent running back set off,
football scholarship in hand, for Columbia
University, where a broken leg promptly
ended his athletic career. So he resolved,
instead, to become “a great writer like
Thomas Wolfe,” and he soon fell in with a
crowd of defiantly unkempt poets and
wildmen who were to turn the staid, musty
literary world on its ear.

Jack Kerowac, American
By Bill Kauffman
When Ipass to and fro, dafferent latitudes,
differentseasons, beholding the crowds ofthe
great cities, New York, Boston, Philadelphia,
Cincinnati,Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco,
New Orleans, Baltimore-when I mix with
these interminable swarms of alert, turbulent, good-natured, independent citizens,
mechanicks, clerks, young persons-at the
idea ofthis mass of men, sofresh and free,
so loving and so proud, a singular awe falls
upon me. I feel, with dejection and amazement, that among ourgeniuses and talented
writers or speakers, few or none have yet
really spoken to this people, created a single
image-makingwork for them, or absorb’d the
central spirit and the idiosyncrasies which
are theirs--and which, thus, in hghest ranges,
so far remain entirely uncelebrated, unexpress’d.
-Walt Whitman
Democratic Vistas, 1871
hitman’s despair was premature and
perhaps unfounded-for 16 years earlier he had published an earthy, rapturous
book of poems titled Leaves of Grass that
was to serve as a touchstone for all who
wished to explore the American soul. And
just 14 years after the elegiac Democratic
Vistas, Mark Twain set a runaway slave
named Jim and a runaway boy named Huck
Finn on a raft down the Mississippi River,
creating an enormously resonant image that
has since served generations of American
writers (and filmmakers): the journey in
search of freedom-and its frequent consequence, self-discovery-played out against
the backdrop of this vast and wondrous
continent.
. But Walt Whitman’s lament was a common refrain in the 19th century. It sprung
from the conviction, ragged today but still
right, that there was a distinct ,American
character: open, raw, free, democratic, exuberant, virile. And just as the colonies had
declared political independence from Europe,
with her accursed monarchies, despotisms,
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and aristocracies, so too should the American writer reject the chains and shackles of
the Old World. New England clergyman
William Ellery Channing admonished his
countrymen: “It were better to have no
literature, than form ourselves unresistingly on a foreign one.. ..A country, like an
individual, has dignity and power only in
proportion as it is self-formed.”
All of which brings us to yet another
decennial observance. Not, this time, of
some epic battle or ephemeral peace treaty.
Rather, this yea? we commemorate a book
and an author who answered Old Whitman’s
fervent prayers. For 1987 marks the 30th
anniversary of the publication of Jack
Kerouac’s novel On the Road, perhaps the
most ecstatic celebration of America ever
written.
Kerouac’s life is happy proof that the
writer need not be an effete observer of life;
he can live it with gusto. Born in 1922 into
a devoutly Catholic French-Canadian family
in the grimy old mill town of Lowell, Massachusetts, young Jack’s boyhood was

erouac and his new friends, most notaK
bly the poet Allen Ginsberg, called
themselves “Beats.” San Francisco “humorist” Herb Caen renamed them “beatniks,”
a term the passionately anticommunist
Kerouac disavowed for its Soviet-stooge
connotations. But the moniker caught on,
fanned by sensationalist news coverage, and
by the mid-’50s a new ha-ha cultural stock
figure was born-the Beatnik, a sullen,
goateed artiste with a black beret and a
spacey girlfriend who recites, in monotone,
bad poetry blaming Dad and Mom for the
atom bomb..
That image was a lie, lived only by the
fools who gather like June bugs whenever
the fickle spotlight of the media illumines
the latest Movement of the Day. Kerouac
took pains to distance himself from the
faddists-a difficult task, since the precise
meaning of Beat was always unclear. Some
claimed that it meant liberation from the
conformity and cultural straitjacket of the
postwar era; others took it as affirmation
of the wisdom of bums and hobos and other
“beat down” rascals. The Catholic Kerouac
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